I. INTRODUCTION analysis;
Handwritten Chinese character recognition has received intensive attention for decades and makes great progress in the past 40 years [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] . Some traditional methods including 8-directional features [2] , and modified quadratic discriminant function (MQDF) [3] [4] has demonstrated their effectiveness.
Recently, the deep convolutional neural networks [5] and some effective techniques which aim to prevent overfitting, such as dropout [6] , are widely used and show promising performance in the fields of computer vision and pattern recognition, such as image classification and detection [7] . At the same time, some researchers apply CNN s to Chinese handwriting character recognition field and also achieve exciting performance [8] [9] .
Deep convolutional neural networks need millions of labeled character samples during training process [7] . With the rapid growth of handwriting character samples from Internet, it makes training a deep model possible. However, the labeled data from Internet is not very reliable and the human annotation is too expensive. A feasible way to solve the problem is the automatic labeling based on some criteria such as the recognition confidence. Confidence transformation was used for classifier combination by Lin et al [10] and Liu et al [11] . Wang [12] applied confidence transformation for improving handwritten Chinese text recognition. However, we still don't know how to make use of the confidence and how reliable it is in the situation of handwritten data mining and ground-truth labeling. Thus, efficient and effective methods that can analyze and mine character data are urgently required. We have designed a deep convolutional neural network (CNN) for large-scale handwritten Chinese character recognition (HCCR) following a similar architecture of the DeepCNet proposed by Graham [16] . The architecture of our network is represented as follows:
Output.
An online handwritten character is rendered into a 96x96 bitmap and then inputted to the first convolutional layer, which contains 100 convolutional filter kernels of size 3x3 .
The following pooling layer takes 100 previous feature maps as input, and applies 100 max-pooling kernels of size 2x2
(denoted as MP2). The second convolutional layer has 200 feature maps. Each one is obtained by filtering the feature maps in the first pooling layer with 200 kernels of size 2 x 2 , then followed by a max pooling layer of MP2. The third convolutional layer has 300 convolutional kernels, followed by a MP2, and so on. After the final convolutional layer (600C2), one full connection layer with 1024 neurons is applied, following by a softmax output layer.
We adopt ReLU non-linearity as activation function between convolutional layer and pooling layer [17] .
Meanwhile, dropout, as an important and effective method proposed by [18] , is used to prevent overfitting and improve recognition accuracy.
Our CNN classifier can recognize 10,081 classes that contain mixtures of handwritten Chinese, English letters, digits, and symbols. It is worth noting that some pre processing techniques, such as the path signature feature extraction [16] [19] , data argumentation with deformation transformation [20] , were used to train the CNN classifier.
Give an inputting handwritten character, each-class confidence reflects the reliability that one classifier recognizes it as the corresponding class. We employ convolutional neural network softmax regression as the output layer, and the softmax regression output is defined as a confidence metric in the paper. The output confidence is given by
p&(i) =klx(i);B) (1) where p(y(i) = j I xU); 0) is the i character's confidence for the j output category. OJ denotes the weights connected to the j output category in last fully connected layer. It is worth noting that the confidence metric given by the CNN takes value between [0,1], which can also be regarded as a kind of confidence probability.
III. DESCRIPTION OF TESTING DATASETS.
We used approximately 10 million samples for training the CNN classifier and 2 million samples for validation, which were primarily selected from the SCUT-COUCH dataset [15] , the CASIA OLHWDB 1.0-1.2 [14] dataset, and some in-house datasets. It took approximately four weeks for us to train and optimize the deep CNN. Testing was conducted on another 827,685 samples, which were randomly selected from seven datasets as shown in Table I . The seven testing datasets are 863 [13] , OLHWDB-CASIA1.0 [14] , OLHWDB-CASIA l. l 
IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND ANALYSIS
The experimental results will be illustrated and analyzed in three parts. In part A, the recognition rate of each testing dataset will be presented. The character categories whose recognition rate is highest or lowest are extracted out and analyzed accordingly. In part B, a statistic is applied to approximate the confidence distribution and expose the relationship between confidence and recognition rate. In part C, recognition confidence information is utilized to mine and discover some interesting knowledge from the testing data, such as samples mistakenly labeled, samples written cursively, and similar and confusable characters sets.
A. The Statics of the Recognition Accuracy
The recognition rate on the testing datasets is given in On the contrast, for the characters with low accuracy, we found they have some characteristics in common, which are summarized below:
• Some characters are very confusable with symbols. For instance, characters such as" '\ ", " I ", "�", "J-." and " Y " are easily confused by symbols '\ ", " 1 ", "-", " ,Ie " and "Y", and vice versa.
• The small difference of stroke length or stroke direction form some similar character pairs make them very difficult to be distinguished. For example, characters "0", "18", "5(", "E", "��", "�*" and "gl"
are easily to be recognized as corresponding similar character of " 1=1 ", "rH ", ";)z", "2", "!Jli,t", ";*" and "�t", respectively.
• The tiny distinction of stroke structure bring challenges for some similar character pairs, such as "7k -7k" , "HN -ag" and "in -iil):", owing to the structure "J-.", " §" and "� " is very similar and confusable to "A", " B " and "l "respectively.
The above phenomena may be the main reason why characters of such kinds of classes are very hard to be recognized. Besides, we also note that the average confidence of these classes is commonly lower, and the stroke number is usually much less than those character classes with high recognition rates. .. .. 
B. Recognition Confidence Statistics
The sample distribution on confidence and the accuracy distribution on confidence are given on TABLE V. As the confidence of most characters is distributed in high confidence interval, we apply dense quantization in high confidence interval. Figure 3 shows the distribution of recognition accuracy against confidence interval, with corresponding samples distribution.
From Table V When the confidence given by classifier is higher than 0.99, the accuracy can reach up to 99.75% in average, which means that if the CNN gives recognition result with confidence higher than 0.99, we have a high probability of 99.75% to tell that the recognition result is correct. Besides, a testing sample whose confidence is higher than 0.9999 may be correctly recognized with 99.97% probability (in fact, we can see in subsequent section that the 0.03% mis-recognized characters are all mis-labelled samples). On the contrast, a testing sample with less than 0.5 confidence has less than 22% possibility to be recognized correctly. It indicates that we may take focus on those samples with low confidence for improving classifier recognition performance. Table VI . We randomly investigate some samples whose confidence is lower than 0.2, and some examples are illustrated in Fig. 5 .
From Fig.5 , it can be summarized with several phenomena that may lead to low confidence:
• Heavy cursively handwritten styles such as sample 2, 6, 7, 10, 13, 14, 15.
• Low resolution such as sample 3 and 4.
• Wrongly written such as sample 8,11,12,17.
• Skew character such as sample 16. We can also make use of the recognition confidence to find similar Chinese characters. The diagram for seeking similar character is shown in Fig. 6 . For a given character category, we firstly collect character samples whose top I candidates are the same. Second, the confidence of the top 10 recognition candidates are accumulated. Third, the candidate categories are sorted in descending order. Finally, we select the second candidate as the similar candidate. 
V. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we present a thorough analysis of the recognition confidence of handwritten Chinese characters based on convolutional neural networks. Through this study, we can draw the following conclusions:
I. The confidence measurement based on CNN is an effective approach for us to know how reliable the recognition results are. Usually, high confidence means high probability of the CNN to generate correct recognition results. In particular, we found that if the confidence is larger than 0.9999, we can say with almost 100% certainty that the recognition result is correct.
2. For handwritten Chinese character recognition, more than 92% characters can be recognized with high confidence.
This shows that the CNN classifier is very effective and reliable.
3. The recognition confidence can be used to find and correct mislabeled, wrongly or cursively written samples automatically.
4. The recognition confidence can be used to fmd similar and confusable character-pairs.
